How to Brush your Teeth

Try:

1. Find Brush
2. Find Paste
3. Put Paste on brush
4. Add Water
5. Rub on teeth
6. Spit
7. Rinse

Exceptions:
- Have Smelly Breath
Robust (polite) code

it fails nicely

try:
except:

imagine how stupid people can be

Secure code
box.left = 100
box.left = box.right
box.amount_of_any_max.left = 1

a.touches(b) \implies \text{true}
a.border-touch (b) \implies 
both
a.move-to-stop-overlapping (b)
Game loop

- Game map
- Thrust
- Check collision
  - crazy
  - max recoil
- Fuel points

Go to East

Background